
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF DELAWARE

ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES INC
Delaware corporation and AMD
INTERNATIONAL SALES SERVICE No 05-441-JJF

LTD Delaware corporation

Plaintiffs

vs

INTEL CORPORATION Delaware

corporation and iNTEL KABUSH1KI
KAIS HA Japanese corporation

Defendants
_________________________

IN RE INTEL CORPORATION
MICROPROCESSOR ANTITRUST MDL No 05.-1717-JJF

LITIGATION

PHIL PAUL on behalf of himself and all others

similarly situated CA No 05-485-JJF

Plaintiffs CONSOLIDATED ACTION
vs

INTEL CORPORATION

Defendant

RESPONSE OF ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES INC AMD INTERNATIONAL

SALES SERVICES LTD AND PLAINTIFFS IN THE MDL CLASS LITIGATION

TO THE COMMENTS AND OBJECTIONS OF THIRD PARTIES

REGARDING THE PROPOSED PROTECTIVE ORDER

Pursuant to the Stipulation and Order entered by the Court on May 11 2006 plaintiffs

Advanced Micro Devices Inc and AMD International Sales Services Ltd hereafter jointly

AMD and plaintiffs in the MDL Class Litigation respectfully submit the following response

to the comments and objections of the third parties regarding the proposed Protective Order

served on May 2006
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PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

In September 2005 AMD Intel and counsel fOr the class action plaintiffs began

negotiating protective order that would govern the treatment of confidential information in this

case The negotiations spanned over eight months and were designed to accommodate the

confidentiality interests of the Parties and Third Parties while still abiding by the Third Circuits

requirement that documents shielded horn public view meet specific prerequisites After many

months of compromise and concession the Parties fashioned what they believed to be an

appropriate protective order in this case and submitted that draft protective order to the Court

Recognizing that Third Parties would be producing substantial quantities of sensitive information

in this action the Parties agreed that Third Parties should have an opportunity to voice their

concerns to the Court prior to the entry of final protective order Twenty Third Parties

submitted comments on the proposed order

AMD Intel and MDL class counsel2 have carefUlly reviewed the Third Party comments

objections and proposed changes and have attempted to accommodate those changes wherever

possible.3 Fully satisfying so many different constituencies interests simply is not possihle

However AMD Intel and MDL class counsel have tried to strike delicate balance between

Third Party confidentiality concerns and the publics substantial interest in particular

policymakers interests in the state of competition in one of Americas most important

All defined terms used herein correspond to the Definitions contained in the Draft Protective Order

Counsel for the plaintiffs in the MDL proceeding object to entry of any protective order which provides

them with less access to Discovery Material than to AMD or Intel See i.fra at II .B.

Counsel in the related CalifOrnia class action do not join in this submission However they have

represented that they do not object to the ministerial changes set forth in this response and will subscribe

to the Protective Order if it fOllows these general contours They will not join in any protective order that

affords them less access to Discovery Material than AMD or Intel For this reason they vigorously object

to the Japanese OEMs proposal which would preclude California class counsel from having access to

the materials produced by these entities and they further object to Egeneras proposal which would deny

all class counsel -- federal and state -- access to Egeneras materials See hfra at II .B
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technologicat industries This Response lays out the rationale behind the Parties original

formulation summarizes the comments and objections raised by the various Third Parties and

then explains why the suggested revisions were or were not adopted by the Plaintiffs4 Where

Plaintiffs believe revision is necessary the proposed revised provision is included in text box

that fOllows the discussion5 Unless otherwise indicated Intel has agreed to the Plaintiffs

proposed revisions.

Significantly Plaintiffs believe that should the Court be inclined to make any additional

changes to address Third Party concerns particularly those providing fOr greater levels of

confidentiality or more rigorous procedures those changes should apply only to the Third

Parties Discovery Material not to Intel AMP or federal class representatives and class

menbers in the MDL proceeding. The original draft Protective Order was fOrged over many

months of exceedingly difficult negotiations. The final product represents grand

compromise one reached only by trading one concession for another. Thus for example

parties preferring unrestricted use of non-Confidential materials gained it only by trading away

more liberal definitions of what can he designated as Confidential in the first place. Those

preferring sunset provision conceded that at least at the front end Producing Party could

deem all of its non-public Discovery Materials to be ConfidentiaL Accordingly however the

Court disposes of the Third Parties comments any changes it makes to the proposed Protective

Order beyond what the Parties have agreed to should be applicable only to the Third Parties

not to AMD intel or federal class representatives and class members in the MDL proceeding.

As used herein the term Plaintiffs refers to AMD and the plaintiff reElected in the consumer class

actions recently-filed First Amended Consolidated Complaint

To the extent the Third Party Objections pointed out minor or non-substantive mistakes and omissions

that required correction those revisions are not addressed in this Response but are contained in the

Proposed Revised Protective Order.
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For purposes of convenience we have grouped like objections together and discuss them

in the order in which they appear in the proposed Piotective Order

RESPONSES AND PROPOSED REVISIONS

Definition This paragraph defines the In-House Litigation Counselt at each of

the Parties who will be entitled to receive Confidential Discovery Material This paragraph also

bars In-House Litigation Counsel from engaging in certain activities until one year after the

conclusion of the litigations.

Third Party Response Several Third Parties objected to this definition and sought to

expand the substantive area of prohibited activities for AMD and hitels In-House Litigation

Counsel For example the Distributors responded that In-House Litigation Counsel who are

given access to Distributors confidential infOrmation should be prevented from engaging in

the review or negotiation of contracts with that Distributor or participating in any litigation

against or otherwise interacting in competitive business manner with that Distributort Other

Third Parties similarly wanted to prevent In-House Litigation Counsel from negotiating with any

customers for their microprocessors And Hitachi and Microsoft asked for language that would

expand the prohibition beyond the microprocessor industry to include companies who

manufacture and sell other products such as computers and software Finally several Third

Parties sought to add clause which stated that the limitations period should be in effect for three

years from the date of the Protective Order or for one year fOllowing the termination of the

litigations whichever is later presumably on the fear that the litigations may conclude fairly

soon

Plaintiffs Response While sensitive to the business and confidentiality concerns of the

Third Parties it is important that this paragraph he nanowly tailored so as not to unduly restrict
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the employment opportunities of the Parties in-house counsel at the conclusion of the litigation

or should they decide to move on before it concludes These prohibitions attach to these

individuals personally both while they are employed at AMD and Intel and in the event these

individuals leave either company and it is important not to unjustifiably restrict their ability to

work in areas of this industry But in light of the Third Party objections Plaintiffs propose

adding language to this paragraph to expand the substantive areas of prohibited activities and to

clarify that the prohibition extends to one year after the conclusion of the last litigation which

Plaintiffs reasonably believe will be more than three years after the date of this Protective Order.

Proposed Revision Plaintiffs and Intel propose the fOllowing revisions of Definition .L

Definition Generally This section defines various categories of information that

are considered to he Confidential Discovery Material under the Protective Order

In-House Litigation Counsel means any attorney who is an employee in the

legal department of Party whose responsibilities consist of overseeing the AMD Litigation the

Class Litigation the Japan Litigation the California Class Lthgation or any Competition

Investigation and who shall not from the date of entry of this Protective Order through period

of one year following the conclusion of ay-otthe aforernenlionedthe AhiDlitiriatinn the

Japan Litigation the Class Litipation_orthe California Class Litipation whichever occursiater

be engaged in the review and approval of competitive pricing or marketing proqrams

the review of any aspect of microprocessor GFOE chipset manufacturing eizc the filing or

prosecution of patent applications the rsview or negotiation of any contract with Producing

Party related to the sale or marketinp of microorocessors counseling in connection with PC

or server manufantuiinn or ooeratinsvstem nr software design_or development and the

licensinp of Microsoft snfLare or technoloov
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Third Party Response Several Third Parties objected on the basis that the articulated

categories failed to capture certain types of documents that they contend are entitled to

confidential treatment and sought the creation of new categories For example HP suggested

the addition of category that would include any infOrmation subject to Producing Pattys

non-disclosure agreement or other contractual obligation not to disclose Best Buy suggested

that minutes of the Producing Partys Board of Directors meetings should constitute Confidential

Discovery Material under the Protective Order Finally Circuit City responded that its customer

identification information should be protected from disclosure because of consumer

confidentiality and privacy considerations and suggested the addition of category for non

public customers lists maintained by Retailers

Plaintiffs Response These categories of Confidential Discovery Material were

carefully created to capture legitimately confidential business information To the extent that

certain documents exist that do not fall into one of the enumerated categories but that

nonetheless should be entitled to confidential treatment catch-all provision exists within

definition shielding materials the disclosure of which the producing party can show would

create serious and specific harm See Proposed Protective Orderjj R.l6 With respect to HPs

proposal because of the widespread use of non-disclosure agreements in this industry category

protecting any information suject to non-disclosure provision would necessarily encompass an

immense volume of documents that but for the contractual provision have no basis for

confidential treatment In addition to the extent that minutes of Board of Directors meeting

discuss or reveal competitively sensitive commercial infOrmation they will be subject to

confidential treatment under Paragraph However the mere fact that document

constitutes the minutes of Board of Direôtors meeting should not in and of itself entitle it to
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protection Finally Plaintiffs understand tile concerns and implications raised by Circuit City

relating to non-public information regarding tile identity of its customers and thus propose an

exception to Paragraph that ensures that documents containing retailers non-public customer

information remain confidential indefinitely This addition also requires change to Paragraph

that will allow Class counsel to use this information solely for legitiniate purposes related to this

litigation such as class notice purposes and for settlement or proof of claims

Proposed Revision Plaintiffs and Intel propose the following revisions to Paragraphs and

Definition R.7 This category was intended to protect non-public negotiations

between AMD and Intel and their respective customers

Third Party Response Several Third Parties objected that because this category is

restricted to negotiations regarding the purchase and sale of microprocessors and chipsets it did

not protect companies such as distributors OEMs software companies and retailers who

negotiate for the purchase and sale of products other than microprocessors and chipsets

In order to address potential issues relating to the passage of time on the

continued confidentiality of documents the parties agree that exceot with respect to materials

the disclosure of which would.raise consumer orivacy issues. for documents in categories R1

though RS dated or prepared more than 24 months prior to Designation Request under

paragraph 16 the Producing Party must also satisfy the standard contained in paragraph R16

for the documents to be maintained as confidential For purposes of this paragraph undated

materials or materials or deposition testimony relating to an indeterminate time period shall be

deemed dated as of the date of their production or the date of the deposition

Ii Any individual specificlly retained for the preparation and dissemination

of class notices ancLor the administration and/or settlement of class

Dlaintiffs
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Plaintiffs Response Plaintiffs agree with the Third Parties concerns and propose

revised Ri. to reflect those considerations.

Proposed Revision Plaintiffs and Intel propose the following revisions of Definition R..7.

7. Non-public negotiations wi.th-cst-omers relating to the purchase or sale of

microprocessors chipsets..RGsseRers. coeratinn systems software

licensing aar.aernents or any other product manufactured or sold by

Producino Party

4.. Definition RIO. This category is intended to protect information that qualifies as

trade secret under the ljnifdrm Trade Secrets Act and under federal law.

Third Part Response Egenera objected to category RIO as insufficient to protect its

trade secrets on the basis that RIO requires showing that the trade secret derives independent

economic value. Egenera argues that the scope of the Protective Order should be broad enough

to encompass the definition of trade secret under all applicable laws and cites to purportedly

more relaxed standard applied to trade secrets in Massachusetts.

Plaintiffs Response This case involves companies situated all over the country and

indeed the world Confidentiality cannot and should not be determined by the jurisdiction

fEvoring the least public disclosure. Rather it should be governed by the rules applicable in the

jurisdiction
where the case is pending. The language in RIO derives from the Uniform Trade

Secrets Act that has been adopted by most states including Delaware. See DEL.. CODE 2001.

In addition federal law has also adopted this definition of trade secrets. See 18 US.C 1839

defining trade secret for theft of trade secrets under federal law. As such it is the most

reasonable standard to govern the protection of trade secret information in this case.

Accordingly Plaintiffs propose no change to this section.
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Definition R.11 This category was intended to protect confidential infbmation

regarding the manufacturing process of microprocessors and chipsets

Third Party Response Third Parties commented that this category did not protect the

manufacturing and development process for those companies who create other products besides

microprocessors and chipsets

Plaintiffs Response As with R.7 Plaintiffs agree with the Third Parties concerns and

propose revised RI Ito reflect those considerations

Proposed Revision Plaintiffs and Intel propose the following revisions of Definition 11

Definition R.14 This category is intended to prevent the disclosure of information

that could jeopardize the security of confidential databases networks or other sources of non

public information

Third Party Response Egenera commented that Third Parties have an interest in

protecting documents the disclosure of which could jeopardize the security of its public Internet

sites as well

Plaintiffs Response Plaintiffs agree with Egeneras comments and propose revision

to category R14

Proposed Revision Plaintiffs and Intel propose the following revisions of Definition Ri4

Non-public information that concerns microprocessor-oc-chipset PG or

server manufacturing or ooeratinQsystem and software dsinn and

deveiooment including capital expenditure plans yields capacity costs

utilization process and scale
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14 Information the disclosure of which could jeopardize the security of ntibUc

otprivate Internet sites confidential databases networks or other

sources of non-public information

Definition R36 This category identifies and defines catch-allt category of

Confidential Discovery Material The subsection provides presumptive protection to

infOrmation or documents the disclosure of which the Producing Party can demonstrate would

cause it serious and specific harm

Third Pafly Response Some Third Parties have objected to category R.16 and argue

that the showing of good cause for confidentiality protection should not be limited to serious

and specific harm In addition several of the Japanese OEMs want to replace category RA6

with one which would include information or documents that any Producing Non-Party

designates as confidential fOr any legitimate business purpose -- in effect creating more

lenient standard of confidentiality fOr Third Parties

Plaintiffs Response While the Parties considered having more flexible definition of

Confidential Discovery Material specifically applicable to Third Party documents in the interests

of establishing uniform rule the Parties ultimately decided to adopt the single catch-all

standard provided fOr in R16 which mirrors the well-accepted standard of good cause required

by several federal courts including the Third Circuit

To establish good cause for issuance of protective order the party seeking protection

must establish that disclosure of the materials would lead to clearly defined and serious

injury Shingara S/dies 420 R3d 301 306 3d Cir 2005 Pans Borough of Stroudsburg

23 R3d 772 786 3d Cir 1994 The party seeking protection roust specifically identify the

categories of documents that it seeks to protect and provide clear articulation of serious

10
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injury that would result from their disclosure Broad allegations of harm unsubstantiated by

specific examples are not sufficient to establish good cause See Glenmede Tru.sl Co

Thompson 56 F3d 476 483 3d Cir 1995 This is not solely Third Circuit
interpretation of

good cause See e.g Anderson Cryovac 805 F.2d 1st Cir 1986 good cause must be

based on specific factual determinations of potential harm not on eonclusory statements

General Dynanilcr Corp 5db Mfr Co 481 F.2d 1204 1212 8th Cir 1973 burden on

movant to make specific demonstration of necessity for protective order United States Intl

Bus Macit Corp 67 F.R.D 40 46 S.D.N.Y 1975 where commercial infOrmation may be

subject to protection under Fed Civ 26c Court will look to determine if its

disclosure will work clearly defined and very serious injury Pot Family Health Ss ltc

189 RRD 518 522 RD Wis 1999 it must be shown that disclosure will cause clearly

defined and serious injury Hamilton State Farm Mut Auto Ins Go 204 F.R..D 420 424

ND Jnd 2001 The moving party must show that disclosure will work clearly defined and

serious injury citing Gienmede Trust Co 56 R3d 476

Further applying the CalifOrnia standard of good cause as is suggested by the

Distributors in their comments might actually result in less protection In negotiating the

stipulated protective order Plaintiffs counsel for the California Class Litigation expressed

concern over the breadth and leniency of even the serious and specific harm standard Under

the Santa Clara Superior Court local rules parties are requested to conform any proposed

protective order to the Model Orders provided by the Court One Model Order requires that to

maintain document as confidential the requesting party must meet the California standard

necessary for sealing documents. This Rule requires that the party requesting protection show

There exists an overriding interest that overconies the right of public

access to the record

11
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The overriding interest supports sealing the record

substantial probability exists that the overriding interest will he

prejudiced if the record is not sealed

The proposed sealing is narrowly tailored and

No less restrictive means exist to achieve the overriding interest

CAL. CT 2411d 2006

As such the parties ultimately agreed to definition of good cause that was sufficiently

particular to meet the needs of the California Class Litigation yet consistent with the Third

Circuit standard and sufficiently broad to protect truly sensitive material of the Producing

Parties The description of good cause as serious and specific harm is an appropriate

compromise that provides the proper amount of protection. Plaintiffs do not propose any

revision.

8. Definition Paragraph states that documents in categories R. through R.8 dated

or prepared more than twenty-four months prior to Designation Request will lose their

presumptive protection unless the Producing Party meets the serious and specific harm

standard contained in category R16.

Third Party Response Some Third Parties have objected to Paragraph which

provides fOr the sunsetting of stale documents Third Parties argue that many documents such

as multi-year contracts and marketing plans are intended to remain competitively viable fOr

more than two years and even older documents are reflective of current proprietary information

Third Parties contend that this time limitation does not provide adequate protection to their

docu meats

Pahztrff Response It is important to note that if disclosufe of docunients within

categories RI through R..8 would cause serious and specific competitive harm to Third Party

those documents will retain their protection under category Ri6. However not every document

12
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falling
within categories RI through R8 is entitled to indefinite protection.

Continued

protection for confidential mateiials must be based on current evidence that establishes how

public dissemination of the pertinent materials now would cause the competitive harm

designating parties claim Republic of the Philippines i.. Westinghouse Elec. Goip. 949 R2d

65.3 663 3d Cir. 1991 emphasis added appellant failed to make necessary showing of how

release of materials would result in competitive harm at the time of disclosure see a/lw

Leucadia v. Applied Extrusion Tech. mc 998 R2d 157 167 3d Cir. 1993 party seeking

continued treatment of documents under seal required to make particularized showing of the

need for continued secrecy even when challenged protective order was only 17 months old

emphasis added. In preserving the openness of judicial proceedings the Court must ensure that

only information the disclosure of which presents current threat of serious harm is granted

continuing confidentiality protection.

Confidential commercial information can become stale over time making it unworthy of

continued confidentiality protection. See e.g. Nestle Foods Corp. v. Aetna Gas. Stir Ga 129

F.R..D. 483 485 D.NJ. 1990 The purported need for protection is substantially diminished

where the passage of time has made such documents stale. In United States v. IBM 67 F.R..D

at 48 Honeywell nonparty witness in the case sought tinder pretrial protective order

continued sealed treatment for number of its documents used in depositions. These documents

included statistical tabulations of products and services manufactured sold and leased and all

resulting revenues fOr 15 year period ending in 1972 and financial reports fOr 12 year period

ending in 1972. Despite the fact that some of this information was only three years old the court

fOund of this data is current it reveals directly little if anything at all about

Honeywells current operations. lcI. at 49. Based upon the fact that the information Honeywell

13
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sought to protect was not current enough to pose competitive harm if disclosed the court denied

Honeywells request Jd

Other federal courts have endorsed this view See Applied Indus Materials corp

Rrantjes 891 Supp 432 438-39 Ni Ill 1994 net-profit figures three or more years old

not protected as trade secret In ye Agent Orange Prod Link Litig 104 F.R.D 559 575

E.D.N.Y 1985 important factor in determining whether disclosure will cause competitive

harm is whether the information that the party seeks to protect is current or stale affd 821 F2d

139 2d Cir 1987 Rosenhlati NorthwestAiriines Itic 54 F.R.D 2123 S.D.N.Y 1971 the

need for courts protection diminished because information was one year old United States

Lever Bot co 193 Supp 254 S.D.N.Y 1961 court held that information three to eight

years old should not be protected

Much of the confidential information that will be produced by Third Parties in this

litigation is akin to the documents analyzed in the IBM and other above-referenced cases --

commercial infOrmation concerning past business practices the disclosure of which could not

arguably lead to serious competitive harm Given the ongoing debate about dominant firm

business practices and specifically those in the microprocessor industry policy makers and those

that influence policymaking have legitimate right to information about how microprocessor

business is conducted particularly
when disclosure presents no risk of serious and specific harm

to the Producing Partiest Paragraph strikes an appropriate balance by preventing stale

This limited sunset provision is not only supported by the law but is essential in case of this

nature The timelines in the computer industry are extremely eompressed According to Third

Party IBM in infOrmation technology the nature of innovation is changing at pace unheard of

in modern history Global Innovation Outlook IBM at http//dorninaresearch.ibm.com/

cornm/www innovate.nsflpages/worlthgio2004.htrnl last visited May 25 2006 Given the rate of

change in microprocessor design and function as well as the resultant rate of change in

downstream products the information contained within the requested documents is likely to

14
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information from remaining unjustifiably under indefinite protection Yet it also allows Parties

and Third Parties to shield information that is still deserving of protection by simply showing

that disclosure of the material would result in serious and specific harm In addition the most

sensitive information of the type listed in categories R9-R ii will never sunset providing

adequate protection to Third Partys most confidential materials

Plaintiff propose no revision except as indicated earlier with respect to consumer

information

Definition This paragraph defines the meaning of non-public documents and

information

Third Party Response Egenera and Hitachi both objected to the definitions reference to

documents maintained internally as confidential as unduly restrictive since it implies that

documents have to be physically marked confidential to be considered non-public Hitachi

also suggested that this definition should include documents disclosed to Third Parties in the

course of litigation or government investigation Finally several of the Japanese OEMs

suggested that non-public should he defined as anything not available to the general public

Plaintiffs Response Plaintiffs agree that placing the word confidential in quotes in

the definition was confUsing and have proposed removing the quotes The Parties did not intend

to require that documents must he maintained by Producing Parties with confidential markings to

be considered non-public Plaintiffs also agree with Hitachis second comment and propose

revising this definition accordingly However Plaintiffs believe that broadening the definition of

non-public to include anything not available to the general public is too expansive

change significantly on an annual or even semi-annual basis Therefore large proportion of

Third Party confidential commercial information requested in this litigation
will become stale

well within two years of its development and no longer deserving of confidentiality protection

15
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Proposed Revision Plaintiffs and Jntel propose the following revisions of Definition

Non-public documents and information are those that the Producing Party

maintains internally as tconfidential that are not disclosed to third-parties except under

written agreements requiring that they be maintained in confidence-ec-.pursuant to course of

dealing whereby such communications are maintained in confidence nutnrler cornDulsorv

rcss or involuntary seizure and that the disclosure of which could damage the Producing

Party competitively

10 Definition This is proposed new definition to address an inconsistency that

was pointed out in Best Buys response Best Buy noted that the draft Protective Order contains

cites to both days and court days when specifying time periods7 In order to avoid any

confUsion Plaintifft propose removing all references to court days and instead only referring

to days in the Order Proposed Definition would then establish that all time periods

prescribed should be computed in accordance with Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 6a

Proposed Addition Plaintiffs and Intel propose the fOllowing revisions of Definition

Time periodEorescrihed by this order shalE be cornouted in accord wfth Federal

Rule of Ckil Procedure 6a

11 Paragraph This paragraph establishes that Confidential Discovery Material shall

be used solely by the Parties fOr the purposes of the AMD Litigation the Japan Litigation the

Best Buys response also raised few minor issues with other provisions First Best Buy objected that

the definition of disclose Definition was vague and overbroad and suggested new language

Plaintiffs believe the current definition is sufficient and do not propose change Second Best Buy

objected to Paragraph as too vague on the basis that it did not sufficiently describe the protection given

to Confidential Discovery Material once Designation Request is made Plaintiffs contend that

Paragraph 16 adequately describes the protection and do not propose change. Finally Best Buy

objected to Paragraph because it does not define what constitutes permitted uses for which copying

or reproduction of Confidential Discovery Material is allowed. Plaintiffs believe that the perniitted uses

are adequately explained in Paragraph and do not propose change

16
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Class Litigation or the California Class Litigation. It also states that Confidential Discovery

Material that loses its confidential status may be used for any purpose unless restricted by

agreement or by the Court.

Third Party Response The Third Party objections to this paragraph can he divided into

three basic groups. First several Third Parties object to the use of any discovery materials in the

Japan litigation for various reasons. For example Egenera objected on the basis that it has not

submitted to the jurisdiction of the Japanese courts and that its documents are riot relevant to the

Japanese litigation. Hitachi Lenovo and others have objected on the belief that Japanese courts

do not provide sufficient protection for confidential discovery materials. Finally Dell and

Lenovo believe the use of these discovery materials in the Japan Litigation would result in an

end run around discovery protections available to Third Parties in Japanese courts. The second

group of objections to Paragraph deals with the use of discovery material in the Class

Litigations.
Several Japanese OEMs have objected to the use of any discovery materials in any

state proceedings which would necessarily include the CalifOrnia Class Litigation. Also

Egenera has objected to the use of its materials in both of the Class Litigations on the belief that

as server manufacturer its business is not relevant to the Class Litigations. Finally sonie Third

Parties have objected to Paragraph on the basis that it allows material other than Confidential

Discovery Material to he used for any purpose. The Third Parties object to the use outside of

this litigation
of any material they produce.

A. Plaintiffs Response to Objections to Use in the Japan Litigation TJnder the

proposed Protective Order Confidential Discovery Material may be disclosed to the Court

Counsel and Experts/Consultants in the Japan Litigation only under specified conditions

including requirenient that before any disclosure may occur the Japanese Court must institute

17
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procedures to protect the confidentiality of the information at level of protection comparable to

that provided in die Order.8 In addition in order to receive Confidential Discovery Material

Counsel and Experts in the Japan Litigation must execute an Acknowledgment of Protective

Order and agree to submit to the jurisdiction of this Court far the purpose of having the terms of

the Protective Order enfbrced Therefore Japan Counsel and Experts cannot freely share any

Confidential Discovery Material disclosed to them and are instead bound by the same

limitations as US Outside Counsel This provides ample protection to any Third Party

Confidential Discovery Material that may be disclosed to Japan Counsel or Experts

In addition the Parties in this litigation
have made concerted effort to diminish the

production burden on Third Parties by consolidating discovery in multiple actions through this

Protective Order The inclusion of the pending Japan Litigation is only another attempt to avoid

duplicative discovery that may subject Third Parties to undue burden time or expense .Japan

Counsel is permitted to seek production through the Japanese CourL Under Japanese procedure

counsel may ask the Court to order that non-parties produce documents relevant to the litigation

Without access to discovery under this Protective Order AMDs counsel in Japan will likely ask

the Japan Court to order production Allowing documents to be disclosed under the very

specific requirements of the Protective Order will prevent Third Parties from having to produce

documents more than once

Furthet nothing in the Protective Order prevents
the Japanese Court from implementing more stringent

requirements regarding the protection of material that has been produced by Third Parties In fact the

only requirement is that Confidential Discovery Materials may only be used if the Japan court institutes

procedures to protect the confidentiality of the information at level of protection coniparable to that

provided in this Order Proposed Protective Order 6d If the Court wishes to impose procedures to

provide even greater protection it may do so as the procedures to effectuate this provision shall be those

the lapan Court deems appropriate Id

18
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Equally meritless is the argument of Dell and Lenovo that sharing infOrmation with the

Parties Japanese Counsel would permit broader discovery than typically conducted in Japanese

courts in derogation of sonic unidentified Japanese policy Dell and Lenovo are not parties to

the Japanese litigation and they have no standing to complain that the protective order would he

an affront to Japanese court Tntel by contrast is party it presses no objection and in fact

agrees that Discovery Material should be shared with its Japanese counsel

Also using fruits of discovery from one lawsuit in another litigation and even in

collaboration among various plaintifft attorneys comes squarely within the purposes of the

Federal Rules of Civil Procedure Nestle Foods Co/p Aetna Cas Sat Co 129 FR..D 483

486 D.N.J 1990 see also United Stoles Hooker Client Plastics Coip 90 RRD 421 426

WDNY 1981 Such cooperation aniong litigants promotes the speedy and inexpensive

determination of every action as well as conservation of judicial resources Courts have

applied this philosophy of reducing duplicative discovery to foreign actions as well See e.g In

re Jenoptik AG 109 F.3d 721 Fed Cir 1997 allowing plaintiff to use sections of deposition

marked confidential under protective order in US action before German court in related

action involving the same parties where the plaintiff agreed to be bound by the US protective

order

Moreover fOr sonic objecting Third Parties the Parties could seek production under

28 U.SC 1782 which allows district court to order person to produce documents for use in

proceeding in fOreign or international tribunal upon the application of any interested person

Intel Corp Advanced Micro Devices itic 124 Ct 2466 2004 Schnzitz Bernstein

Liebhard Lift iihz UP 376 F3d 79 84 2d Cir 2004 Here AMD and Intel would hoth be

interested persons as they are parties to the Japan Litigation Either could petition
the Court to

19
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order Third Party that is subject to this Courts jurisdiction to produce documents for use in

the Japan Litigation

Plaintiffs Response to Objections to Use in the Glass Litigations Egenera takes the

position that class plaintiffs counsel are prohibited from seeing any documents that it produces

in this litigation and Lenovo takes the position that such counsel are prohihited from seeing any

documents that it produces before protective order is in place despite the provisions of Local

Rule 262 Neither position is acceptable to class counsel class plaintiffs are parties to these

coordinated proceedings and the Court has made it clear that discovery obtained by them should

be coordinated closely with discovery obtained by AMD Treating class plaintiff as second

class litigants entitled to lesser discovery runs afOul of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure this

Courts Local Rules and principles of efficient administration of complex cases. Neither position

is therefOre accommodated in the suggested revisions to the proposed Protective Order

Moreover denying class plaintiffs the same access to Discovery Material as AMD and

Intel will scuttle year-long efforts to coordinate discovery in this case and the state class action

pending in California Superior Court That coordinatjon is essential so that the Parties and Third

Parties are not forced to respond to duplicative discovery requests which will benefit no one

But as noted earlier see infra at n2 state class counsel have made it clear that they will not

subscribe to any Protective Order that treats them less favorably than AMD or Intel Without

common protective order which affords all Parties both state and federal equal access to

Discovery Materials under the same terms and conditions coordinated discovery will be

impossible

Plaintiffs Response to Objections to Use ForAny Purpose Many Third Parties

have objected to any use of documents produced in this litigation even non-confidential
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documents outside of this litigation. While Plaintiffs are sensitive to the Third Parties

concerns as general matter documents produced in discovery are usually open to the public

unless good cause can he shown for maintaining their confidentiality. Federal courts have held

that the public has an interest in what goes on at all stages of the judicial proceedings and that

pretrial discovery is presumptively public unless the Court enters an order prohibiting public

disclosure upon showing of good cause FED. R. CIV. PRoc. 26 see ag Shin gara 420

R3d at 306-307 Citizens First Nail Bank of Princeton v. Cincinnati Ins. Co. 178 F.3d 943

944-45 7th Cir. 1999. Under Rule 26c any person who wishes to shield discovery materials

from the public eye must file motion with the court and establish good cause fbr such

protection. See it. As the Second Circuit explained the good-cause requirement of Rule 26c

confirms that the public has the right to examine discovery materials otherwise the party

seeking to protect the materials would have no need fOr judicial order In re Agent Orange

Prod. Liab. Litig. 821 R2d 139 145-46 2d Cir. affg 104 RR.D. 559 567 ED.N.Y. 1985.

Thus under Rule 26c the fruits of pretrial discovery are in the absence of court order to the

contrary presumptively public. San Jose Mercur News Inc. v. U.S. District Court Non/iern

Dtctrict Saiz Jose 198 F.3d 1096 1103 9th Cii. 1999 see also S/iingara 420 R3d at 306

the äood cause analysis of Rule 26c applie whether an order of confidentiality is granted at

the discovery stage or any other stage of litigation The circuits are in accord on this bedrock

principle of public access to non-confidential court documents. See American Telephone

Teiegoph Co. Grady 594 F.2d 594 596 7th Cir. 1978 ceil. denied 440 U.S. 971 1979

pretrial discovery must take place in the public unless compelling reasons exist fOr denying the

public access to the proceedings. Pub/ic Citizen Liggelt Group Inc. 858 F2d 775 1st Cir.

1988 granting non-party media agency access to all discovery materials produced in the case
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for which good cause fbi confidentiality no longer existed Citizens F/rst Nat Bank 178 F3d

at 946 Most cases endorse presumption of public access to discovery materials and therefore

require the district court to make determination of good cause before lie may enter the order

Rule 26c would appear to require no less The Third Circuit agrees and has repeatedly

reaffirmed the trial courts duty to protect the publics interest in discovery materials from overly

broad protective orders that unjustifiably impinge upon that right See Shin gara 420 F.3d at

306 Gienmede Trust 56 R3d at 484 3d Cir 1995. Therefore those documents fbr which

Third Parties have failed to demonstrate good cause for protection i.e. non-confidential

documents should be available to the Parties fOr use outside this litigation

As noted above this case has generated significant public interest in part because it has

become the poster child for the emerging global debate about the regulation of dominant

companies and single- firm behavior.9 Additionally it involves one of the nations if not the

worlds most important industries microprocessors which has driven an unprecedented

increase in productivity around the world AMD has long championed fair and open

competition in this market and argued that restraints threaten the innovation that has fueled

these gains Surely legislators regulators and the public are entitled to sufficient infOrmation

about the industry so that they may judge those claims particularly when as concerns these

Third-Party comments disclosure would not risk any serious or specific harm to the party

See American Antitrust Institute Issues At The Heart of Exclusionary Conduct Briefing

Paper On The AM lute Monopolization Litigation Apr 25 2006 The FTC and

Department of Justice announced several months ago joint hearings on the subject of dominant

firm behavior and the AMD Intel case can be expected to be frequent subject of those

testifying See hrtp//www.ftc.gov/qp2005/ /uniaterafttm and

fp/www.usdoi.gov/atr/publicfpress releases/2006/2l5355.htm This follows on the heels of

the release by the EUs Directorate General of Competition of working paper on the subject

and its solicitation of public comment

See http//ec.europa.eu/comcompetitiOn/antitrUstt0ther5tarticle .82 review.html
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providing the information Where as here the public has significant interest in the case

court must find commensurately more compelling privacy interests in order to grant protection

Pansy 23 F.3d at 788 In re Agent Orange Prod IJah Litig. 104 F..R..D at 573 Given the

immense public interest involved in this litigation and in the policy issues it raises the Court

should provide protection from outside uses only to those documents that are designated

Confidential Discovery Material

Accordingly Plaintiffs believe for the most part
that Paragraph should not be revised

however they do propose adding the word lawful to the last sentence to address concerns by

F1ys and Egenera that discovery material not be used fOr an unlawful purpose or in violation of

Producing Partys intellectual property rights such as copyright trademark patent or trade

secrets

Proposed Revision Plaintiffs and Intel propose the following revision of Para

Except as set forth in this Protective Order Confidential Discovery Material or

information derived therefrom shall be used solely by the Parties for purposes of the AMD

Litigation the Japan Litigation the Class Litigation or the California Class Litigation and shall

not be used for any other purpose including without limitation any business or commercial

purpose or dissemination to the media Confidential Discovery Material that loses that

designation either by agreement of the Parties or the challenge process set out in Paragraph

16 may he used for any lawful purpose unless such use is restricted by agreement or by the

Court

Paragraph This paragraph describes the mechanism for marking documents

confidential pursuant to the Protective Order which in effect is to be done by affixing either

physically or electronically the notation CONFIDENTIAL MDL l717/JCCP 4443 to

documents

2.3
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Third Party Response The Distributors objected to the requirement of affixing the label

CONFIDENTiAL MDL 171 7/JCCP 4443 to documents they intend to designate confidential

They argued that they should only have to label Confidential Discovery Material as

CONFIDENTIAL without indicating the case number Several Japanese OEMs objected to

the extent that the Protective Order does not cover documents that have already been or will be

produced to the Parties which are not ntarked in accordance with the notation but are

nonetheless marked as requiring confidential treatment eg designated Confidential Finally

HP objected to this paragraph on the basis that it did not provide sufficient assurance for those

Producing Parties who will be producing documents in native fOrmat

Plahztiffs Response The Parties agreed upon this notation in order to avoid the

confusion that often arises when documents produced in litigation contain several different

confidentiality markings For example many documents created at companies are marked

Confidential as matter of course so that siniply using this marking to identify material

subject to the Protective Order is unworkable Similarly problematic would be documents that

were designated confidential in other litigation but produced again here With respect to

documents already produced to the Parties the Parties will assume the obligation to make the

confidentiality markings consistent with this Protective Order Finally to the extent the

designation procedure described in Paragraph raises particular issues with respect to Third

Parties that are producing in native fOrmat those issues are better addressed in the individual

production protocols being negotiated with those Third Parties Accordingly Plaintiffs propose

no change to this Paragraph

Paragraph This paragraph addresses the procedure for designating deposition

testimony as confidential
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Third Party Response Many Third Parties objected to this paragraph on basis that it

did not provide an opportunity for Third Parties who were not present at deposition to

designate as confidential those portions of the deposition testimony constituting or revealing

their Confidential Discovery Material.

Plaintiffs Response Plaintiffs agree that the Third Parties have raised valid objection

and propose that Paragraph be revised to specify that deposition testimony is presumptively

confidential and that deposition transcripts should be treated as Confidential Discovery Material

unless and until Designation Request is made. Plaintiffs proposed revision also contains

language specifying that Receiving Party is not required to make Designation Request when

seeking to disclose testimony it reasonably concludes does not contain any Confidential

Discovery MateriaL

Given the Parties agreement to treat all conceivably confidential deposition testimony as

subject to the Protective Order until Party makes Paragraph 16 Designation Request we also

propose change to address the other side of the coin provision which bars deponent from

asserting confidentiality or contractual non-disclosure obligation as basis for refusing to

answer questions at deposition. This addition which would greatly expedite deposition

discovery is fully consistent with existing federal law. Confidentiality and non-disclosure

agreements intended to preserve confidentiality are not basis to resist discovery See Co via

Pthip v. Ripe Parish Travel CI 1991 WL. 264549 atl ED. La. 1991 Parties may not

foreclose discovery by contracting privately for the confidentiality of documents see aim

Clraniberr v. Capital Cities/ABC 159 F.RD. 441 444 SD.N.Y. 1995 is against public

policy fOr parties to agree not to reveal at least in the limited contexts of depositions or pre

deposition interviews concerning litigation arising under federal law facts relating to alleged or
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potential violations of such lawT For example in In re Subpoena Duces Tecuni Served on Be/I

Comm Research Inc. 1997 WL 10919 S.DN.Y 1997 the defendant moved to compel

Beflcore nonparty to produce documents pursuant to Rule 45 subpoena. Beilcore refused to

produce its customers proprietmy documents because doing so could place it in breach of its

confidentiality arrangements with its customers Id at The court disagreed finding that the

protective order in place in the litigation which restricted access to outside counsel and

designated experts provided adequate protection Id at The court stated that to accept

Belicores position would clearly impede the truth seeking function of discovery in federal

litigation as all individuals and corporations could use confidentiality agreements to avoid

discovery Id The court ordered Bellcore to produce all requested documents pursuant to the

subpoena in accordance with the protective order Ict see aLso Grununan Aerospace Corp.

Titanium Metatv Corp. Amer 91 F.RD. 84 87 E.D.NY 1981 holding that it was

impermissible fOr parties to contract privately for the confidentiality of documents and

foreclose others from obtaining in the course of litigation materials that are relevant to their

efforts to vindicate legal position Because the proposed ievision ensures that deposition

transcripts will be given confidential treatment there is no basis for deponents to refuse to

disclose information that is otherwise discoverable
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Proposed Revision Plaintiffs propose the following revision of Paragraph which we

understand Intel agrees to except the portions which obviate the need of Party to seek consent

to use infOrmation outside the Orders confidentiality circle which could not reasonably be

claimed by anyone to be Confidential the last sentence and the reasonably conclude portion of

the third sentence Plaintiffs disagree that they should have the burden of clearing the disclosure

testimony that could not reasonably he claimed to be confidential

To facilitate discovery all deposition testimony will be presumed to cOnslitutE

and all transcripts shall be treated aa Confidential Discovery Material unlesEand until

Desionatron Request is made by Receiving Party under ParanraptLt6 Accordinolvjlo

deponent may refuse to answer deposition question onihe around that Iheanswer would

discirse confidential information or information auhiect to non-disclosure aoreementi Strould

Receiving Partywiaito disclose any denosition testimony it could reasonablvconclude is or

might constitute Confidential Discnven Material under Paraoranh ftLo nerson other than as

permitted by Paragraph it shall first make Designation Request under the provisions of

Parapraph 16_ Such request shall he made to the Pahy or Non-Party itreasonahlv concludes

has the rinht to orotectjfle information The provisions of Paranranh 16 shall thereafter apolv

Thisuaranraoh will not restrict usgof deposition testimony that Receivino Pat reasonably

concludes contains oo Confidential Discoyeot Matedal

14 Paragraph Paragraph articulates to whom Confidential Discovery Material

may be disclosed or provided0 Several Third Parties objected to the draft Protective Order

generally on tile grounds that it failed to state that it was subject to the terms of separate

Acer sought an addition to Paragraph specifying that requirements of this Section

shall in no way he interpreted to prevent Producing Party from using disclosing and/or

reviewing its own information and Discovery MateriaL Plaintiffs believe that Acers concern is

addressed in Paragraph 13 which states This Protective Order shall not apply to the disclosure

or use by Producing Party or its counsel of such Producing Partys Confidential Discovery

Material
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agreements entered into between the Parties and Third Parties specifically those governing the

use of documents produced voluntarily to the Parties In light of this objection the Plaintiffs

propose adding new provision to Paragraph acknowledging that these separate agreements

survive entry of the Protective Order This proposed additional language is intended to provide

peace of mind to those Third Parties with whom AMD has agreements AMD intends to live up

to its obligations under those agreements irrespective of whether this language is contained in the

final Protective Order These separate agreements do not affect any other Partys rights under

this Protective Order nor do they in any way frustrate Partys ability to obtain discovery it is

otherwise entitled to These agreenients merely restrict what AMD can do with the documents it

received voluntarily from certain Third Parties

Proposed Addition Plaintiffs but not Intel propose the following addition to Para

Theixovisions of this Paraoraoh will riot void or srinersede any rnorexestrictive

agreement reached between Producing PariyandaReceivinp Pat resoectinoile

Receiving Parivts use of Confidential Discove Material tflatbv its terms survives the

entry of anroitive order

15 Paragraph 6b This section allows for the disclosure of Confidential Discovery

Material to the Parties Experts and Consultants

Third Party Response Several Third Parties objected to this section and proposed that

the Parties be required to identify to Producing Parties their Experts and Consultants before these

individuals receive Confidential Discovery Material In addition some Third Parties have

requested the opportunity to object to the Parties Experts and Consultants In addition HP

requests provision providing that any Expert or Consultant who obtains access to Third

Partys Confidential Discovery Material shall be prohibited from undertaking any
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representation or employment or perfOrming any services for any individual or entity that could

be reasonably construed as competitor to the Third Party fOr one year from the close of the

AMD Litigation Japan Litigation or Class Litigation whichever is later Jn addition after the

one-year prohibition any Expert/Consultant who previously obtained access to Third Partys

Confidential Discovery Material shall obtain prior written consent from that Third Party before

undertaking any representation or eniployment or performing any services for an individual or

entity if such services or performance could give rise to conflict of interest on the pan of

the expert vis-à-vis the Third Party or reasonably be construed as adverse to that Third

Partys business and/or legal interests

Plaintiffs Response The Parties should not be required to identify their Experts and

Consultants to Third Parties This infOrmation is clearly attorney work product and information

relating specifically to Experts is not even discoverable by litigants until party makes Rule

26a2 disclosure Nor is there any need for Third Parties to know the identify of the Parties

experts much less the right of approval over them Under the Order Experts and Consultants

are required to sign and execute the Acknowledgment of Protective Order which makes them

bound by its terms Accordingly at risk of contempt of court they are prohibited from using any

information gained from Confidential Discovery Material fOr any purpose other than rendering

consulting services to Party or Class Party for this litigation

Even more unreasonable is HPs proposal that an Expert or Consultant working on this

case disqualify theniselves from future employment Under its suggested language an Expert in

this case would be prohibited from doing an work on behalf of any company that could be

reasonably construed as competitor to the more than thirty Third Parties fOr what is likely to

he several years -- even if the work has nothing to do with the microprocessor or computer
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industry This is unduly restrictive and unnecessary Third Parties are adequately protected horn

competitive disadvantage through the sanctions available for any Experts or Consultants failure

to comply with the terms of this Protective Order as well as the Experts or Consultants own

ethical rules Plaintiffs do not propose any change to this section

16 Paragraph 6e This section allows fOr the disclosure of Confidential Discovery

Material to two of the Parties In-House Litigation Counsel

Third Party Response Several Third Parties objected to this section because it does not

require that In-House Litigation Counsel be identified to the Producing Parties HP has also

requested provision allowing Third Parties to object to these identified individuals having

access to Confidential Discovery Material. Frys also suggested implementing two-tier system

under the Protective Order to prevent the disclosure of sales documents to In-House Litigation

Counsel.

Plaintiffs Response Plaintiffs agree to disclose the identity of the two designated In-

House Litigation Counsel who will be permitted to receive Confidential Discovery Material

However Plaintiffs will not agree to provide Third Parties with an opportunity to object As

with the Experts and Consultants these individuals will be required to sign and execute the

Acknowledgment of Protective Order and will thereby be bound by the terms of the Order.

With respect to Frys suggestion Plaintiffs believe two-tiered system is impractical and

unnecessary Third Parties are adequately protected from competitive disadvantage through the

sanctions available for failure to comply with the terms of this Protective Order

Proposed Revision Plaintiffs and propose the fOllowing revision of Para 6c.

Two In-House Litigation Counsel identified to the oppcsngProducthg

Party ____
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Paragraph 6f This section describes to whom Confidential Discovery Material

may be disclosed in the context of deposition It specifically allows for Confidential Discovery

Material of Producing Party to be shown to that Producing Partys former employee if the

Receiving Partys Outside Counsel reasonably and in good faith believes that the former

employee has received the document or became familiar with its contents in the course of his or

her former employment

Third Paily Response HP and Egenera objected to this provision on the basis that the

reasonably and in good faith standard does not adequately protect Third Parties from the

potential disclosure of competitively sensitive information to fOrmer employees who in fact were

never privy to the documents or infOrmation HP argues that this is particularly problematic

when the former employee now works for competitor of the Third Party HP and Egenera both

propose provision that would require the Parties to provide notice and an opportunity to object

befOre the disclosure in deposition of Confidential Discovery Material to Producing Partys

former employee Also Best Buy pointed out that the term Opposing Party is undefined and

therefOre ambiguous

Paintffs Response Under Paragraph 6f deposing Party may only show witness

Confidential Discovery Material that the deposing party believes in good faith the witness

received or became familiar with in the ordinary course of his or her business duties In other

words befOre showing confidential information to former employee the deposing Party must

have good faith belief that the witness has seen the information befOre Furthei disclosure to

witness during deposition does not entail copying or giving document to the witness it

merely entails showing document to the witness
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It is exceeding unlikely that any deponent will be shown document discussing anything

he or she didnt already know or should that happen fi-oni making any use of the document or

the information. Moreover deponents are prohibited from using any new information.

Pursuant to Paragraph 10 of the Order befOre disclosure can be made to fOrmer employee

under Paragraph 6f the witness must be infOrmed of the existence of this Protective Order the

confidential status of the infOrmation disclosed and the restriction that the information not be

further disseminated or used fOr any purpose other than the litigation..
In addition counsel fOr

the deposing Party must request that the witness execute and agree to the terms of the

Acknowledgment of Protective Order. These procedures adequately protect the competitive

interests of the Producing Parties.

Furthermore requiring the Parties to provide notice and opportunity to object any time

they want to show Producing Partys documents to the Producing Partys own former

employees in deposition would result in unnecessary delay and burden. Plaintiffs propose

revising this section to substitute the term Receiving Party with the term Opposing Party in

response to Best Buys comment.

Proposed Revision Plaintiffs and Intel propose the fOllowing revision of Para. 6f.

During the deposition of any current employee director agent or Rule

30b6 designee of the Producing Party an Opposing Recekdnci Party

may show the Producing Partys witness any document produced by the

Producing Party and it may show to any former employee of the

Producing Party any document the Receiving Partys Outside Counsel

reasonably and in good faith believes to have received the information or

document or to have become familiarwith its contents in the ordinary

course of his or her business duties consistent however with the

provisions of paragraph 10
________________________

18. Paragraph 6g This section allows for the disclosure of Confidential Discovery

Material to its authors addressees copyees or other persons whom the Receiving Partys
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Outside Counsel reasonably and in good faith believes to have received the information or

document or to have become familiar with its contents in the ordinary course of his or her

business duties

Third Party Response As with section 6f both Egenera and HP objected to this

section on the basis that the reasonably and in good faith standard does not adequately protect

Third Parties from the potential disclosure of competitively sensitive information and may result

in the disclosure of Producing Partys Confidential Discovery Material to potential customers

and competitors They again seek notice and an opportunity to object before disclosure of

Confidential Discovery Material is made to sonieone who is not an author addressee or copyee

of the information

Plaintiffs Response As with section 6f Party may only show an individual

Confidential Discovery Material that the Party believes in good faith the individual received or

became familiar with in the ordinary course of his or her business duties Also like section 6f

disclosure under this section is governed by Paragraph 10 which requires counsel to inform the

individual of the existence of this Protective Order the confidential status of the information

disclosed and the restriction that the information not be further disseminated or used for any

purpose other than the litigation befOre any disclosure of Confidential Discovery Material can be

made These individuals will also be asked to agree to the terms of the Acknowledgment of

Protective Order befOre receiving any Confidential Discovery Material These procedures

adequately protect the competitive interests of the Producing Parties Plaintiffs do not propose

any revision

l9 Paragraph This paragraph relates to the Acknowledgements of Protective Orders

that individuals must execute or agree to befOre receiving Confidential Discovery Material
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Third Party Response The Distributors Frys and Egenera objected to this provision on

the basis that the Third Parties are not given access to the Acknowledgements Instead they are

to be maintained by the Parties and available to the Court upon requesL

P1aintffc Response Complying with the Third Parties request would require that

Plaintiffs turn over roadmap of highly sensitive work product that could greatly compromise

Plaintiffs ability to develop infOrmation from sources who given the nature of this case are

likely to be predisposed against cooperating with Intels opponents This is particularly true in

the case of fOrmer employees who may be privy to information that might embarrass their

former employers Nor is there any need for the requested disclosure Individuals who have

signed the Acknowledgements are bound by the terms of the Protective Order and are subject to

sanctions and penalties for non-compliance Disclosing their identities to Third Parties will do

little to further ensure compliance Plaintiffs do not propose any revision

20 Paragraph This paragraph prohibits attorneys fOr the Parties who receive

technical documents from participating in the preparation or prosecution of patent applications or

licenses related to microprocessors and chipsets until one year after the conclusion of the

liti gations

Third Party Response Several Third Parties objected to this provision as too narrow and

sought to expand it For example several Japanese OEMs proposed expanding this prohibition

to include all persons who receive Confidential Discovery Material and stated that it should

contain the same prohibitions as Definition for In-House Litigation Counsel Microsoft

suggested expanding the forbidden subject areas beyond microprocessors and chipsets.

Plaintiffs Response Because this provision applies to all attorneys for the Parties not

just in-house counsel it will necessarily restrict the activities and employment opportunities of
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many people Therefore it must be narrowly tailored since the prohibitions attach to these

individuals and restrict their activities fOr years even in the event that they no longer work for

Party or Class Party While Plaintiffs are cognizant of the Third Parties competitive concerns it

is important to note that these attorneys will be bound by this Protective Order and will he barred

from using any of the Confidential Discovery Material they receive outside of this litigation
In

addition attorneys are governed by strict conflict rules that also serve to protect the interests of

Producing Parties Despite the need to keep the prohibitions in this paragraph narrowly tailored

Plaintiffs have agreed to expand the scope of the prohibition to accommodate some of the Third

Party concerns

Proposed Revision Plaintiffs and Intel propose the following revision of Para

21 Paragraph This paragiaph governs the storage of Confidential Discovery

Material and prohibits the storage of Confidential Discovery Material at the business premises of

Receiving Party

Third Pary Response Frys objected to this provision because it allows In-House

Litigation Counsel to review Confidential Discovery Material at his or her normal workplace

electronically Frys argues that this is the equivalent of storing the documents at the offices of

Any attorney including In-House Litigation Counsel for any Party or Class Party

who receives any technical document designated Confidential Discovery Material produced-by

Prndi.icinp Party oilier than his or her client shall not participate in the preparation or prosecution

of any patent application or patent license relating to any asoect of microprocessors-Gc-

chipsetsPCs_oceratinn systems s.of.twarR or servers discussed in env such technical

dacunrnot from the time of receipt of such information through and including one year

following the conclusion of the AMD Litigation the Japan Litigation the Class Litigation or the

California Class Litigation whichever occurs later
--_______
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In-House Counsel Frys proposes that in-House Litigation Counsel only be granted access to

view Confidential Discovery Material at the off ices of their outside counsel Japanese OEMs

also objected on the basis that any electronic access to Confidential Discovery Material must be

separate from the facilities or servers of any Party

Plaintiffs Response Plaintiffs should not have to further restrict In-House Litigation

Counsels electronic access to Confidential Discovery Material It is not practical for AMDs In-

House Litigation Counsel to access documents its Outside Counsels offices because AM.Ds

In-House Litigation Counsel is in Texas and its Outside Counsels offices are in California and

Delaware In addition it is also not practical to require the Parties In-House Litigation Counsel

to access these documents from an external facility In-House Litigation Counsel will be

overseeing this litigation
and it is not reasonable to expect them to go to local Kinkos

whenever they need to review Confidential Discovery Material in this litigation Under this

Protective Order In-House litigation Counsel is required to exercise reasonable precautions to

prevent unauthorized persons from accessing or otherwise viewing Confidential Discovery

Material and will be sanctioned for failing to do so As evidenced by the fact that arch-rivals

AMD and Intel believe it to he adequate this provision sufficiently protects the interests of the

Producing Parties Plaintiffs do not propose any revision to this paragraph

22 Paragraph 10 This paragraph outlines the procedure fOr disclosing Confidential

Discovery Material to individuals pursuant to Paragraphs 6f and

Third Party Response Sonic Third Parties objected to Paragraph 10 on the basis that

under its terms counsel is only obligated to request that witness execute and agree to the terms

of the Acknowledgement of Protective Order before disclosing Confidential Discovery material

to that witness Dell and Egenera argued that counsel should require that witness execute and
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agree to the terms of the Acknowledgment and if witness were to refuse no disclosure could

he made Dell further requests that no Confidential Discovery Material of Third Party be

shown to witness employed by competitor of that Third Party or another Producing Party

except pursuant to separate written agreenient

Plaintiffs Response Plaintiffs agree to revise Paragraph 10 to specify that Parties will

not disclose Confidential Discovery Material to witness over whom they have control until the

witness has executed and agreed to the terms of the Acknowledgment of Protective Order

Limitation to witnesses over whom the Party has control is reasonable compromise and will

prevent potentially hostile witness fiom avoiding significant deposition topics altogether by

simply refusing to sign the Acknowledgment Plaintiffs cannot however agree to Dells

suggested revision regarding witnesses who are employees of competitor or another Producing

Party As discussed above Paragraphs 6f and 6g both state that the Receiving Party may only

show an individual Confidential Discovery Material that he or she actually authored or received

or that the Receiving Party reasonably believes in good faith the individual received or became

familiar with in the ordinary course of his or her business duties This is reasonable standard

that affOrds adequate protection against witness being shown competitively useful information

that he or she didnt already know Moreover with more than thirty Producing Parties in this

litigation it would be unworkable to require the Parties to enter into separate agreements

whenever they want to show witness document produced by another Third Party
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Proposed Revision Plaintiffs and Intel propose the fOllowing revision of PaiL

10

23 Paragraph It Paragraph 11 outlines the process to be used in disclosing

Confidential Discovery Material to Experts or Consultants

Third Party Response Sonic Third Parties have objected to Paragraph 11 on the basis

that befOre any Confidential Discovery Material of Third Party can he disclosed to an Expert or

Consultant the identity of that Expert or Consultant should be disclosed to the Third Party that

produced the Confidential Discovery Material and that the Third Party should be given an

opportunity to object Further sonic Third Parties have requested that any Experts or

Consultants utilized in this litigation he prohibited from engaging in any business activity related

to the manufacture or sale of devices using microprocessors or chipsets for three years after their

iO Upon disclosing Confidential Discovery Material pursuant to paragraphs 6f or

6g other than to current employee director agent or Rule 30b6 designee of the

Producing Party counsel shall inform the witness of the existence of this Order the confidential

status of the information disclosed and the restriction that the information not be further

disseminated or used for any purpose other than the litigation and counsel shall request the

witness to execute and agree to the terms of the Acknowledgment of Protective Order set forth

and attached hereto Party or Class Pat shaH nnt disclns Cnnfidenti.a Piscoven Matedal

to_wftness over whom the Pat nr Class PartvJas control until the witness hs executechand

aoreed to the terms ot the Acknowledgement ofProtective Order No copies of Confidential

Discovery Material shall be provided to s-wetithe witness other than for purposes of the

deposition examination without the written consent of the Producing Party No Confidential

Disccnery Material shall be shown to former employee of paPartv employed by the

opposing pwtyPartv except pursuant to separate written agreement
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employment in this litigation. Lenovo and IBM requested that each Party agree that no current

or fOrmer employee will serve as an Expert or Consultant.

Plaintiffs Response As discussed above with respect to Paragraph 6b the Parties

should not be made to identify their Experts or Consultants to Third Parties or provide Third

Parties with notice and an opportunity to object to the Experts or Consultants selected by the

Parties. Nor is it reasonable to prohibit Experts or Consultants from engaging fOr the three years

following the conclusion of the litigation in any business activity related to any product using

microprocessors. Third Party confidentiality concerns are adequately addressed by the severe

limitations on an Experts or Consultants use of Confidential Discovery Material as well as

their required submission to the terms of this Protective Order and the jurisdiction of this Court.

To require that all Experts and Consultants refrain fiom future employment in their field of

expertise would severely limit any Partys ability to hire an appropriate Expert or Consultant

in light of Lenovos and ifiMs more limited requested revision Plaintiffs are prepared to

agree not to use current employees as Experts or Consultants under this Protective Order.

However the bar should not extend to former AMD or Intel employees. Given that this case will

undoubtedly require the Parties to retain individuals knowledgeable of the microprocessor

industry and given that there are only two companies who participate in this market AMD and

Intel the proposed prohibition would effectively prevent the Parties from retaining industry

experts who could ever be qualified as such. Nor for the reasons stated earlier is there any

justification
fOr such bar given the current restrictions placed on those participating as Experts

or Consultants.
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Proposed Revision Plaintiffs and Intel propose the following addition to Para 11

Exceot with the consent of the Producino Party however Confidential Discov.en Material ahail

not be disclosed to an exnert or consultant who at thejirne of the intended disclosure is..an

officer or ernolctvee of Pa

24 Paragraph 14 This paragraph outlines the procedure for the filing of final trial

exhibit lists by Parties

Third Party Response Some Third Parties objected to Paragraph 14 on the basis that it

should include considerations for Third Party Confidential Discovery Material Third Parties

Lenovo IBM Dell and Microsoft requested that Third Party be given notice before any of its

Confidential Discovery Material is used in an open court proceeding Several Japanese OEMs

requested that this notice he at least 60 days before any proposed public use Hitachi and HP

suggested that this paragraph include an opportunity for meet and confer between the Party

wishing to use Confidential Discovery Material at trial and the Producing Party

Plaintrffc Response The proposed Protective Order does not purport to govern the use

of Confidential Discovery Materials at trial and it would be premature to establish those ground

rules now Plaintiff however agree to revise Paragraph 14 to include provision that requires

the Parties to meet and confer with any Third Party whose documents may be used at trial

concerning their appropriate treatment and to afford Third Parties sufficient advance notice so

that Third Parties can move to have the materials received under seal Plaintiffs object to the

Japanese OEMs request of 60day notice period as this revision would be unduly burdensome

on the Parties Plaintiffs contend that the language sufficient advance notice and the

requirement of meet and confer satisfy
their concerns regarding protection Moreover in

response to objections to Paragraph 23 discussed below Plaintiffs propose revision requiring
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Parties to give notice to Third Parties in the event that the Third Parties material is subject to

motion to unseal

Proposed Revision Plaintiffs and Intel propose the following revision of Para.

14

14 The partiesParties agree to meet and confer prior to the filing of final exhibit lists

to evaluate on document by document basis which of the proposed exhibits require

confidential treatment for purposes of trial The confidentiality legend may be redacted by the

Producing Party prior to trial for any use of the material at trial by any padyParty or Glass Partv

The Parties further agree to meet and confer with any Third Party whose donume.nts will or may

be_used at trial conr.erninoiheiraonronri ate treatment and to afford such Third Parties sufficient

advance notice of any such use such that they can move to have the materials received under

seal Shnuld any material furnished by Third Party and received under seal he the subi_ect of

motion to unseaL_the2adies shall aive sufficient_notice to the Third Pastcnthat it may

onnose the motiorL

25 Paragraph 15 Paragraph 15 extends the full benefits of the Protective Order to all

Third Parties producing documents in the litigation

Third Party Response Sonic Third Parties have requested that their right to object to or

resist discovery requests be explicitly reserved in this paragraph

Plaintiffs Response The requested revision is unnecessary. The Protective Order does

not limit or restrict Third Partys ability to object to subpoenas or discovery requests and it

should not he burdened with this or other unnecessary provisions particularly those unrelated to

the confidentiality of Discovery Materials. However Plaintiffs do propose revision clarifying

Similarly other Third Parties have raised issues relating to the enforceability of the Protective Order

and discovery costs Egenera sought to have language added to Paragraph 29 that stated that the Court

retains jurisdiction to enihrce the terms of the Protective Order after conclusion of the litigations

However it is unnecessary to include provision that states the simple fact that this Court retains
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that the Order does not void or supersede prior agreements between any of the Parties and Third

Parties including agreements respecting the use of their materials at trial that by their terms

survive the entry of protective order

Proposed Revision Plaintiffs but not Intel propose the fbllowing addition to Para. 15

15 Any Third Party that produces documents or provides testimony in the AMD

Litigation the Class Litigation or the California Class Litigation eTher voluntarily or by

compulsory process shall have the full benefits and protections of this Protective Order and

may designate documents or deposition testimony as Confidential Discovery Material in the

manner and subject to the same protections set forth above Nothing in this Order shall be

construed to allow any Third Party to obtain access to any Confidential Discovery Material

produced by any Party Class Party or other Third Party. Nor should anvthinojrLthis Order he

daamed to void nr stinersede any agreement reached hetwen Party or Class Pat on the

ona hand and Third Party on the otheL resnectinçt.Confidntial Material that Lw its

terms sunivas the entry of orotective order

26 Paragraph 16a Paragraph 6a describes the Designation Request process i.e.

request by Receiving Party intending to make some use of Discovery Material to the

Producing Party triggering the latters obligation to either designate it as Confidential Discovery

Material under the Protective Order or release it from the Order

Third Party Response Some Third Parties have objected to this paragraph on the basis

that it does not provide sufficient time for response Further Acer and the Distributors have

objected to the use of the term massive which they find ambiguous Hitachi has requested that

jurisdiction to enforce its own Order in addition both Acer and the Distributors suggested adding

provisions to the Protective Order related to discovery costs Plaintiffs believe that issues related to

discovery costs should be negotiated individually between the Producing Parties and any subpoenaing

Parties and should not be addressed in the Protective Order.
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the Receiving Party also he required to identify the persons to whom it intends to disclose the

material and to limit disclosure to that person

Plaint Iffs Response Plaintiffs agree to amend this paragraph to eliminate the

ambiguous term massive However the time period normally allowed for Producing Party to

respond to Designation Request -- 10 days is more than adequate Under the definitions of

this Protective Order Producing Party is actually allowed ten couti days to respond to

Request Definition V. Fed Civ 6a Further the Producing Party need only make

decision whether the requested material is Confidential Discovery Material under the Protective

Order or not No briefing or extended explanations are necessary at this stage

Plaintiffs also resist Hitachis request that the Receiving Party identify the person to

whom it intends to disclose the material and limit disclosure to that individual Receiving

Party is likely to make Designation Request only for information it believes will not qualify as

Confidential Discovery Material under this Protective Order Information that does not qualify

as Confidential Discovery Material is not entitled to protection and as stated above in the

responses to Paragraph may be disclosed outside the auspices of this litigation to anyone for

any lawful purpose As such Receiving Party should have no obligation to identify the

recipient of its proposed disclosure provision that could in any event work mischief with

respect to cooperating witnesses
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Proposed Revision Plaintiffs and Intel propose the fOllowing revision of Para I6a

Designation Request The Receiving Party shall identify with specificy ía

by document control numbers deposition transcript page and line reference

or other means sufficient to easily locate such materials the Discovery

Material it intends to disclose and representation that the material is

probative of one or more material facts in this litigation Designation

Request will trigger an obligation on the part of the Producing Party to make

good faith determination of whether the Discovery Material is entitled to be

treated as Confidential Discovery Materials under Paragraph Except in

the case of massive Designation Request as to vhch prompt repiy v.oud

be mpraoticaItor more than 250 documents or more than 250 naoes of

deoosition testimony within ten 10 cou days the Producing Party shall

respond in writing to the Designation Request eher agreeing to the

disclosure or designating the material as Confidential Discovery MateriaL JLa

Designation Req uast entails more than 250 documents or more than 250

nages of deposition testimony the Reque.stinu Party and the Producing Pam

shall meet and confer in good faithjo establish reasonable timeframe for

designation and resoonsa

27 Paragraph 16b Paragraph 16b describes the procedure that is triggered if

Receiving Party does not agree with the Producing Partys designation under Paragraph 16a.

After the Receiving Party makes written objection the Producing Party may within ten days

make written application to the Court fOr protective treatment of the material
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Third Party Response Some Third Parties have objected that this Paragraph does not

provide sufficient time after Receiving Partys objection for the Producing Party to apply for

protection æom the CourL hi addition Best Buy and Egenera have requested that the burden of

applying to the Court be placed on the Receiving Party rather than the Producing Party.

Plaintiffs Response Plaintiffs agree to revise this paragraph to allow the Producing

Party more time to apply to the Court for protection. The time fOr application to the Court

which was previously ten 10 days has now been extended to twenty 20 days from the tinie of

receipt of Receiving Partys objection.2

Plaintiffs do not agree that the burden in connection with disputed confidentiality

designation should be shifted to the Receiving Party. Under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure

26c the producing party requesting protection of material turned over in discovery has the

burden of demonstrating good cause for such protection. See e.g..
Glewnede Trust Co. 56 F.3d

at 483 Federal Comnn.inications Commn. Schreiber 329 F2d 517 534 9th Cir. 1964

person seeking protective order in discovery proceedings has the burden of justifying it Es set

Wire oip. v. F. Flee. Sales Co. 48 RR.D. 308 310 ED. Pa. 1969 it is incumbent upon the

movants to show why this infOrmation should be protected Allowance in Paragraph .3 for initial

designation of all non-public documents as Confidential Discovery Material does not satisfy this

burden and should not be construed to do so as it was drafted solely as concession to ease the

burden of Third Party production. Accordingly if Receiving Party makes subsequent

Designation Request it is incumbent upon the Producing Party the party seeking protection to

show that the material in question qualifies for protection.

12
Under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 6a because this period is greater than 10 days it is

measured in caleudai days rather than court days.
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Proposed Revision Plaintiffs and Intel propose the following revision of Para 16b

Court Determination If the Receiving Party disagrees with Producing

Partys designation of material as Confidential Discovery Material shall

provide to the Producing Party written objection Thereafter the Producing

Party may make written application to the Court for protective treatment.

Except in the case of disputes involving massive numbers of documents the

application will be made within ten 10 courttwenty 20 days of receiving the

Receiving Partys written objection to the designation. If the Producing Party

fails to make such timely application the Producing Partys designation will

be void.

28 Paragraph 16e Paragraph 16e describes the procedure for redacting the

confidentiality legend from documents determined to be non-confidential. Under the current

language Producing Party shall produce new version of the Discovery Matedal with the

confidentiality legend redacted within ten days of its de-designation

Third Party Response Best Buy and Egenera object to this paragraph on the basis that

Producing Parties should be allowed twenty days to complete this step In addition the

Distributors icquest that the Court be allowed to designate that another Party produce the new

redacted version

Plaüztiffs Response Given that the Protective Order incorporates the time-calculation

procedutes of Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 6a Producing Parties actually have ten court

days to redact and produce new version of any document deemed non-confidential under the

Designation process Plaintiffs maintain that this is sufficient time for Producing Party to

simply re-produce document In addition Plaintiffs do not agree with the Distributors
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suggestion that Patties should he designated by the Court to redact Discovery Materials

themselves The burden ought to be on the Producing Party who is in possession of the original

document and therefore in better position to produce new version without the confidentiality

marking

29 Paragraph 17 Paragraph 17 provides that if Receiving Party gains access to

Discovery Material of another Party from Third Party governmental agency or court the

Receiving Party shall notify the Producing Party and give the Producing Party an opportunity to

designate the material as confidentiaL

Third Party Response Some Third Parties suggested that this language be clarified so

that the party originating the documents be notified rather than the Producing Party which

could mean Third Party that is once-removed from the documents Several Third Parties

requested that the provision be extended to apply explicitly to Third Party Discovery Materials as

well as Party Discovery Materials

Plaintzffc Response Plaintiffs agree to revise Paragraph 17 to accommodate the Third

Party concerns raised above
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Proposed Revision Plaintiffs and Intel propose the following revision of Pam 17

17 In the event that any Party or Class Party gains access to Discovery Material of

aitbtother Party tremor Third Party from another Producing Partvor US state or foreign

governmental agency or court that has not been desionated as Confidential Discoven MateriaL

the Receiving Party shall promptly notify the Producing-Pa in writing the party whose

documents are implicated The edein-Pa4pat whose documents are implicated shall be

entitled and shall be given reasonable opportunity not to ceed thirty 21DLdays following

notice prior to any nonconfidential disclosure or use of such materials to designate as

appropriate such materials as Confidential Discovery Material pursuant to the terms of this

Protective Order Such designation shall be subject to the terms set forth in Paragraph 16 If

any such Discovery Material has already been produced and designated as Confidential

Discovery Material pursuant to the terms of this Order then such material shall at all times be

governed by the terms of this ProtecUve Order even though also received Thom Third Party or

U.S. state or foreign governmental agency or court This paragraph-s-hall-4iot apply-fe

matenafr-eey4mished by the lucEng-Pa ta-a Third Party era U.S state orfcre1nn

g.evarnmenta sgsrwv or court wftout-any rog ested-rMctiefl on the-nc Lent uso or

gateri aer Mthout other .a-44entiMnn the-confidential nature-ofthe

motcrias Nor zhlW Designation Requests riardiap the DiscnvertMaterial described in this

oaraomob shall he marie directly to thajat wbos.e documenta.are imolicatedjatherihan the

Third Pator slate or foreign governmental aqencv or court from whom the Receivlrn

Party received the Discoven MateriaL This naraoraoh shall .n.oLgovern the use in connection

with the Japanese Litigation of materials produced in that Litigation which instead will be

controlled by the Japanese court
__________________________________________
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30 Paragraph 18 This paragraph outlines the procedure for producing documents that

may contain the confidential information of another party

Third Party Respwzse Several Third Parties objected to this provision because it

required Producing Parties to provide notice to AMD and/or Intel before the Producing Party

could disclose AMDs or Intels confidential information to the other

FlaitiJfs Recponse AMD and Intel had previously entered into stipulation that

permitted Third Parties to produce documents that would otherwise be subject to non-disclosure

agreements with AMD or Intel However that stipulation does not survive entry of the

Protective Order In light of the Third Party objections Plaintiffs propose revising Paragraph 18

to exclude the notice piovision for AMD and intel and also propose new Paragraph 19 which

effectively incorporates AMD and Intels prior stipulation

Proposed Revision Plaintiffs and Intel propose the following revision of Para 18

13 Except as provided in this paragraph Party Class Party or Third Party who is

otherwise required in the AMID Litigation the Japan Litigation the Class Litigation or the

California Class Litigation to disclose or produce documents ec4hecD4e-Mat-ecraI4hat

nia.y-shaU nntcLei.av or rfuse to rIo so on mounds iflaLsuch dnctiments contain tha-Confidentraf

Dccc\yMateet-ilathuniflflitof another Pact Class-Pacty-ec4-hwcJ-Pacty- Ong4nating-Pacty4

sc cn-g rounc 4ha eeume -oc on dv other D4seevecy

Maeciaictc44rteParty 4ass_PacW-ec-Thc4-Pacty-than AMID and vital which is subject

to obligations of confidentiality tewar44i4e-inIaLocoLthaLnathLjOriginating Partyi Instead the

Party Class Party or Third Party from whom discovery is sought shall promptly notify the

4Originating Party in writing of the required disclosure The Originating Party shall be given

reasonable opportunity not to exceed thirty 3tL days from the date of notice prior to any

production or disclosure of any such Discovery Material to object to the production and until

those objections are resolved the Discovery Material will not be produced In the event that

such Discovery Material is produced the Discovery Material produced shall be deemed

Confidential Discovery Material pursuant to Paragraph and shall be marked by the Producing

Party accordance with the requirements of Paragraph
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Proposed Addition Plaintiffs and Intel propose the fOllowing additional Para 19

19 The oroduction of documents desionated as Confidential Discovery Material

uurauant to this Protective Order by Third Padv in the AMD litigation the .lanan ligation the

Glass thgation or thECalifornia Class Lthnation shall not constitute violation of the

confidentiality orovisions of any nondisclos urg reement NDA between any narty .and AMP

or inteL However such Third Party may consult in llmeR fashion with AMD and/or Intel about

the nature of the materials to he oroduced in advance ottheir oroductionior the OLlrnose of

ensurinCLthatThe confidential materials are adequately orotected from nublic disclosure.

31 Paragraph 20 formerly Paragraph 19 This paragraph outlines the procedures

fOr notifying Party when its Confidential Discovery Material is requested or ordered for

production by another court or government agency

Third Party Response Egenera objected to the fact that this provision does not require

notice to Third Parties when their Confidential Discovery Material is requested or ordered fOr

production

Plaintiffic Response Plaintiffs agree with the concern raised by Egenera and

accordingly have proposed revision that would require notice when Third Partys

Confidential Discovery Material is requested
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Proposed Revision Plaintiffs and Intel propose the following revision of Para 19 now Para.2O

2fLif another court or any US state or foreign governmental agency should

request subpoena or order the production of Confidential Discovery Matedals from any Party

that have been produced by any other Party Party the Party receiving such request

shall promptly notify the Producing Party in writing. Should the Producing Party object to the

production it may seek appropriate relief from the appropriate court or agency and pending

such request and if necessary the entry of an appropriate stay order the party-Path

receiving the request shall not produce the material in dispute so long as it may lawfully refuse.

32 Paragraph 22 formerly Paragraph 21 This paragiaph outlines the procedures

for providing Confidential Discovery Material for use in the Japan Litigation.

Third Party Response In addition to the general objections to any use of discovery

material in the Japan Litigation which are addressed with respect to Paragraph some Third

Parties objected on the basis that this paragraph was not consistent with the provisions of

Paragraph 6d

Pla/ztiffs Response Plaintiffs agree with the concerns raised and propose the fOllowing

revision to resolve the inconsistency between the paragraphs
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Proposed Revision Plaintiffs and Intel propose the fOllowing revision of Para. 21 now Pam..

22.

2427. In the event that any Confidential Discovery Material is also made available for

use in the Japan Litigation as contemplated by this Order the material shall remain subject to

all terms of this Protective Order and the Party desiring to use or file papers containing such

information shall identify it to the appropriate Japanese Court as Confidentialinfer4n-the

Ja9anes-e-Ceu4.auJhat the ntocmaticn4s subject to th emqjjns of this Prstoctvo Ord

enteR4-by this Cou furnish a-eopv of the Proteo4e-Orc1er to the Japanese Court and rogest

that the-Japanosci Court or-other--authority respeot-the-4errns of this ProteotWe-Crder and

mantain-the--sonfidont aftty-of the cnateria so produoech-Paragrauh 6th can he apnronriatety

irnornented

33- Paragraph 24 formerly Paragraph 23 This provision provides that any

Confidential Discovery Material contained in any pleading motion or exhibit shall he filed with

the Court under seal.

Third Party Response Both Dell and Microsoft requested that before the Confidential

Discovery Material of any Third Party may he unsealed that the Third Party be given notice and

an opportunity to be heard.

Plain4ffc Response Plaintiffs and Intel have added provision providing such notice

and opportunity to Paragraph 14.

34. Paragraph 27 formerly Paragraph 26 This provision describes the destruction

obligations of the Parties fOr Confidential Discovery Material fOllowing conclusion of the

litigations.

Third Part Response Egenera objected to this provision on the basis that the

conclusion of the litigations was not specifically defined.. In addition Lenovo and IBM
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objected and sought to have the destruction obligation become effective on case-by-case

basis at the conclusion of each litigation matter and not whichever occurs lateL

Plaint jfft Response Plaintiffs do not believe this provision requires any revision The

term conclusion of the litigation is generally understood and does not require further

definition In addition with respect to Lenovo and IBMs objection Plaintiffs believe that

case-by-case determination is impractical and unnecessary

35 Paragraph 31 formerlyParagraph 30 This paragraph specified that entry of the

Protective Order does not diminish any privilege or attorney work product claims and reserves

the rights of the Parties to move fOr additional protective orders

Third Party Response Several Third Parties objected to the fact that Third Parties were

excluded from seeking additional protective orders

Plaintrffc Response Plaintiffs and Intel jointly propose revised provision allowing for

Third Parties for good cause to either seek modification of this Protective Order or to apply for

other protective orders that do not relate to the confidentiality of Discovery Material

Proposed Revision Plaintifth and Intel propose the following revision of Para 30 now

Para 31

0-3t Nothing contained in this Protective Order shall diminish any attorney-client

privilege or attorney work product claim or obligate any person to provide any discovery to

which it asserts objections Entry of the foregoing Protective Order is without prejudice to the

right of the Parties to appl.y4or further protective orders-regarding certain-categedos of

riformatien.-or for mothfioetten-efany provision-el-Third Party for oood cause shown to move

for modification of this Protective Order orb arpy for other protective orders-unrelated to the

confidentiaUtv of 1.4atenal

5.3
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36 Paragraph 33 formerly Paragraph 31 This paragraph addresses the potential

inadvertent production of privileged material

Third Party Response Some Japanese OEMs objected on the basis that this provision

only referred to Discovery Material produced subsequent to entry of this Protective Order did

not clearly extend to work product and did not require the immediate return or destruction of

inadvertently produced material In addition Egenera objected on the basis that this provision

did not address documents that may be inadvertently produced without confidentiality

designation

Plaintiffs Response Plaintiff do not believe that this provision requires any revision in

response to the objections raised by the Japanese OEMs The term privilege in the provision

includes the work product privilege Further Receiving Partys obligations should it receive

information that may be privileged or which Producing Party claims is privileged are

sufficiently defined by the ethical rules governing counsel Plaintiffs do however agree that

new provision should he added to address the concerns raised by Egenera and propose new

Paragraph 32
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Proposed Addition Plaintiffs and Intel propose the fdJlowirig additional Para 32

32. In the event that Producing Parlv discovers that it has failed to mark

nflcIentiaWicnveryidateriaI asie.ciuire.d by Pacat.aphs and mayftOtthtin \riritinp the

Rec.eIvin.uPa.dv withTh_ae.a abLe tin uc b.diE er$.c.Jonn..as.Jh unnwkad

Discovery Material has not already been disclosed to_persons other than as_permitted by

Paracraph such that it has entered the public domain the failure to mark such Confidential

DiscovertMateria not he deemed to he waiver of the confidential status of the

materials .and the ReceivinuPay..shallietumail nnpies of such material to the FrodLicinci P_ally

to allow the materials to be a.pnropriatelv marked
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CONCLUSION

Plaintiffs believe that these proposed revisions strike the appropriate balance of

protecting the commeicially sensitive business information of the Producing Parties while at the

same time respecting the publics right to non-confidential pre-trial discovery material in case

of extreme public importance Therefore Plaintiffs respecth.illy request that the Court enter

Protective Order consistent with the revisions outlined in Plaintiffs Response

/s/ Frederick Cotirell III
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